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Abstract

Retrieving similar sentences from a given col-
lection of sentences is essential in a range
of applications. In this work, we propose a
novel method to retrieve several sentences that
cover an input sentence in form and mean-
ing with minimal redundancy, so as to en-
hance the overall coverage quality of the out-
put sentences. We focus on the hierarchical
granularity levels of sentence pieces, match-
ing from common or similar n-grams to finer-
grained words o subwords, using techniques
from similar sentence retrieval and monolin-
gual phrase alignment. Our method shows
promising source and target coverage evalu-
ation results when applied to parallel corpora.
This shows the potential of our approach if in-
tegrated into an example-based machine trans-
lation system.

1 Introduction

Recent research has indicated that informative sen-
tences retrieved from translation memories (TM)
boost the performance of neural machine translation
(NMT) systems (Xu et al., 2020; Bulté and Tezcan,
2019). In particular, to better integrate TM in NMT,
Tezcan et al. (2021) implemented a fuzzy match
combination method to maximise the coverage of
words in source sentence for data augmentation.

In their work, Tezcan et al. (2021) argued that
the idea of TM-NMT integration closely relates to
the principle of example-based machine translation
(EBMT) (Nagao, 1984). In EBMT, sentences which
are similar to a given input sentence are retrieved

A : B :: C : D

사막에서 울다 : 꿈에서 울다 :: 사막에서 웃다 : 꿈에서 웃다

赤色は 明るい : 紫色は 暗い :: 黄色は 暖かい : 緑色は 寒い

‘red is bright’ : ‘purple is dark’ :: ‘yellow is warm’ : ‘green is cold’

Figure 1: General pattern for analogy on the 1st
line, formal analogy on the 2nd line, and semantic
analogy on the 3rd line (with its translation into En-
glish). Analogies require formal or semantic cover-
age of a given sentence.

from a bilingual corpus. The machine builds a trans-
lation of the input sentence from pieces of the trans-
lations of these similar sentences. For the machine
to translate properly, the retrieved sentences should
cover the input sentence.

One approach to EBMT is translation by anal-
ogy (Lepage and Denoual, 2005). It relies on the
preservation of proportional analogies between sen-
tences across languages. A necessary condition for
formal analogies and semantic analogies to hold is
that sentence A has to be covered by sentences B
and C, either in form or in meaning (Stroppa and
Yvon, 2005; Langlais et al., 2009; Lepage, 2019),
as illustrated in Figure 1. Further examples of sen-
tences formally and semantically covering a sen-
tence are shown in Figure 2.

As mentioned above, example sentences similar
to the input sentence are retrieved for generating,
tuning or boosting the translation of the input sen-
tence, in a way that the similarity features of the re-
trieved sentences are decisive for the translation or



Input:

velký bı́lý pes se snažı́ dostat z vody v jezeře na dřevěné molo

Output:

R1: dva chlapci lezou na dřevěné molo a skáčı́ z něj do řeky .

R2: pár lidı́ se snažı́ dostat přes jámu s bahnem .

R3: velký bı́lý pes sedı́ s malým černým psem ve sněhu .

R4: rukama do misky na obličeji se vynořuje z vody v bazénu .

R5: auto je částečně ponořeno v jezeře .

(a) Formally cover a given sentence (cs).

Input:

an old woman in a heavy jacket is eating of a plate on her lap

Output:

R1: a person is eating of a plate on her lap .

R2: an elderly woman pan frying food in a kitchen .

R3: a black and brown dog on his or her lap .

R4: a woman dressed in a black jacket resting on a shelf .

R5: homeless man wearing thick jacket looks at his food .

(b) Semantically cover a given sentence (en).

Figure 2: Examples of sentences formally and semantically covering a sentence (from Multi30k corpus).

for the explanation of the translation. It can be ar-
gued that the extent of the coverage of these similar-
ity features contributes to the overall quality of the
retrieved sentences and the performance of machine
translation systems. In this paper, we discuss such
coverage in form and meaning. However, we leave
the evaluation in actual machine translation for fu-
ture reports.

This work has a two-fold goal. Firstly, to re-
trieve similar sentences that formally and semanti-
cally cover a sentence as much as possible, in order
to ultimately be able to translate a sentence by using
the translation of the corresponding parts in the re-
trieved sentences that cover the input sentence. Sec-
ondly, to reduce the number of retrieved sentences
as much as possible, in order to cover longer com-
pact pieces of the input sentence so as to ultimately
ensure a more reliable translation. Indeed, to cover
a sentence in form or in meaning, one can simply
match each token within a sentence, or identify the
most similar tokens in the source corpus. By doing
so, a large number of sentences would be retrieved,
in proportion to the length of the input sentence. To
avoid that, in addition to maximising the coverage,
we aim at reducing the number of redundant sen-
tences and intend to retrieve the least possible num-
ber of sentences.

2 Similarity scores

This section introduces several common scores used
in similar sentence retrieval, including formal meth-
ods described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and the dis-
tributed method in Section 2.3.

2.1 Fuzzy matching score
The fuzzy matching score between two sentences
is based on the edit distance between sentences in
terms of tokens. The token-based edit distance is
the number of operations, i.e., insertion, deletion and
substitution between two sequences of tokens within
sentences. The fuzzy match score is defined as:

FM(si, sj) = 1− EditDistance(si, sj)
max(|si|, |sj |)

(1)

where EditDistance(si, sj) computes the edit dis-
tance between sentences, and |s| denotes the length
of sentence s. We compute the fuzzy matching score
using an implementation1 of the computation of the
Levenshtein distance by Hyyrö (2001).

2.2 N-gram matching score
The N-gram matching score measures the length of
the longest sequence of words that can be found in
the source corpus, i.e., the longest common n-gram.
Sentences containing this longest common n-gram
are returned as output. More formally, the n-gram
matching score is defined as:

NM(si, sj) = max{|z| / z ∈ S(si) ∩ S(sj)} (2)

where S(s) denotes the set of all n-grams in s and
|s| the length of a string.

2.3 Contextual similarity search
Sentences can be retrieved by measuring the cosine
similarity of sentence embeddings. The contextual

1https://github.com/roy-ht/editdistance

https://github.com/roy-ht/editdistance


Input sentence:

Es el momento de que te sostengas por tus propios pies .

Monolingual/Bilingual Corpus

Longest common n-grams Mn NM

el momento de que 4

es el momento de 4

propios pies . 3

de que te 3

tus propios 2

por tus 2Subwords from tokens not matched

sosteng 0

Veré el momento de que ocurra . 0.33

Ha llegado el momento de que ocurra . 0.25

Algunas niñas no ven el momento de que lleguen . 0.08

...

Fuzzy matching FM

Es el momento de la verdad . 0.33

El anciano se tropezó con sus propios pies . 0.33

Antes de que te des cuenta, saldrás en los periódicos . 0.17

Puedes ir a verlo con tus propios ojos . 0.17

Tu mala memoria es por tus malos hábitos de escucha . 0.08

Sostengo que la desviación del poder de los gobiernos .

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

Output sentences

Query sq

Monolingual /
bilingual corpus

Retrieved sentencesRn

Finding longest
common n-grams
Mn that cover sq

Fuzzy matching

Trimming
duplicates and re-
dundant sentences

Contextual
similarity search

Phrase alignment
and phrase match

extraction

Select phrase
matches that se-

mantically cover sq

Formal covering process

Figure 3: Overview of system architecture and the formal covering process. The sentences shown in this
figure are extracted from the News Commentary Corpus (es-en).

similarity score is defined as:

EM(si, sj) = cos(~si, ~sj) =
~si · ~sj

‖~si‖ × ‖~sj‖
(3)

where ‖~s ‖ denotes the norm of vector s. In
our work, we average the word embeddings de-
rived from FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017)
embedding models and use pre-trained Sentence-
BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) models to rep-
resent sentences.

3 Methodology

The architecture of our system is illustrated on the
right of Figure 3. We consider both formal and se-
mantic aspects of coverage and focus on large sen-
tence pieces, i.e., formally common n-grams and se-
mantically similar chunks, so as to cater for our aim
of reducing redundancy.

3.1 Coverage in form

By coverage in form we mean that the words them-
selves or the sequences of words in the given sen-
tence are found in the set of sentences that are re-
trieved. The overview of the formal coverage pro-
cess is shown in Figure 3. The process is performed
in the 3 main components described afterwards.

Algorithm 1: Matching longest common n-
grams that cover a given sentence

Input: A query sq and a source corpus S
Output: A set of longest common n-gram

matchesM that covers sq
1 M← ∅;
2 lq ← length of query sq;
3 lngr ← 0, where lngr is the length of current

matched n-gram;
4 for start← from 0 to lq do
5 if lngr 6= 0 then
6 decrement lngr;
7 end
8 end← lq;
9 while end ≥ start+ 1 + lngr do

10 m← slice(sq, start, end);
11 if m occurs in corpus S then
12 M.add(m);
13 lngr ← end− start;
14 break;
15 end
16 decrement end;
17 end
18 end
19 returnM



Given sentence:

a woman looking at her phone and a
man beside her drinking from a bottle .

Monolingual/Bilingual Corpus

Contextual similarity search

Top K EM

a woman looking at her phone while a man watches her 0.87

a woman looking at her phone and holding a pomeranian 0.83

a woman on her phone and a man laying next to her 0.83

a woman in sunglasses drinking bottled water 0.80

a woman wearing a bonnet looks at a wine bottle 0.80

...

a woman looking at her phone and a man
←→ a woman looking at her phone while a man ◦
a woman looking at her phone and
←→ a woman looking at her phone and ×

a woman looking at her phone and a man beside her
←→ a woman on her phone and a man laying next to her ◦
a woman | drinking from a bottle
←→ a woman | drinking bottled water ◦
a woman | looking at | a wine bottle
←→ a woman | looks at | a wine bottle ×

...

Monolingual phrase alignment and phrase match extraction

Add to the output if alignment score > λ and ∆coverage > 0

a woman looking at her phone while a man watches her

a woman on her cellphone and a man laying next to her

a woman in sunglasses drinking bottled water

R1

R2

R3

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

Retrieved sentences

Select the sentences that contribute
to semantic coverage

* Sentences are extracted from the Multi30k corpus

Figure 4: Overview of the process for semantic coverage.

Matching n-grams We start by matching the
longest common n-grams that cover a given sentence
in an iterative way by performing n-gram matching
for each n-gram of the given sentence. Algorithm 1
implements this matching process. It ensures max-
imal formal coverage of the given sentence and a
minimum number of common n-grams. Note that
partial overlappings are allowed for the matched n-
grams. For the n-gram without any match in the cor-
pus, we derive subword tokens from them for subse-
quent processes.

Fuzzy matching selection After matching the
covering n-grams, we retrieve all the sentences that
contain each n-gram and subword from the source
corpus. They consist in a certain number of groups
of candidates to be trimmed. These groups are
sorted in descending order of n-gram score. To re-
duce the number of candidates, we use the fuzzy
matching score (see Section 2.1) to rank each group
of candidate sentences and select the sentence with
the highest score.

Trimming redundancies As sentence matching is
separated from n-gram matching, the retrieved sen-
tences tend to over-cover the query, despite the fact

that the matched n-grams properly cover the given
sentence. Sentences which are higher-ranked may
contain common n-grams that match the sentences
ranked lower. We trim these redundant sentences in
a last phase.

3.2 Coverage in meaning
The process for semantic coverage is illustrated in
Figure 4 and detailed as follows.

Retrieving similar sentences We search for the
sentences most similar to the input sentence using
the distributed method detailed in Section 2.3. Here
we use the pre-trained sentence-BERT model to rep-
resent sentences with vectors. Efficient semantic
search of a sentence vector space is facilitated by
the Faiss library2 (Johnson et al., 2019).

Similar phrase match extraction From the re-
trieved similar sentences, we attempt to extract
phrase matches using the monolingual phrase align-
ment approach proposed in (Yoshinaka et al., 2020),
particularly the phrase extraction module. This

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/
faiss

https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss
https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss


method delivers word alignments based on a ma-
trix of cosine similarity between pre-trained word
embeddings, from which candidate phrase matches
are extracted using the phrase alignment heuristic
in (Koehn et al., 2007).

Screening candidate phrase matches So as to re-
duce the number of covering retrieved sentences, we
adopt an intuitive procedure. Phrase match candi-
dates are sorted by the rank of the sentences contain-
ing these phrases. From these candidates, we select
those with an alignment score larger than a threshold
and which contributes to the increase of coverage.
This selection process is performed on the phrase
match candidates in descending order of contextual
similarity score, so that the coverage accumulation
starts from the most similar sentence. This mecha-
nism reduces the number of retrieved sentences as
the most similar sentence tends to cover a larger
piece of information in the given sentence.

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Datasets
We use 3 different corpora in our experiments: par-
allel corpus Multi30k (Elliott et al., 2016), the News
Commentary Corpus (Tiedemann, 2012) and sen-
tences from the Tatoeba corpus3. The language pairs
used are Czech ←→ English, German ←→ English,
French ←→ English. The Multi30k corpus contains
multilingual image descriptions for multilingual and
multimodal research. The News Commentary Cor-
pus is a collection of translation examples for train-
ing machine translation systems. The Tatoeba sen-
tences and their translations are from a collaborative
online database. Some statistics for each corpus are
given in Table 2. We extracted 1,000 sentence pairs
from each corpus as input sentence pairs. In par-
ticular, we used the English sentences as the query
sentences.

The languages we tested our proposal on are all
written with the Latin script. However, because for-
mal retrieval uses suffix arrays, it can be applied with
any kind of script. It will match at the character
level, not below, something which might be wanted,
for example, for Korean. It is indifferent to the direc-
tion of writing, and thus applicable without modifi-

3https://tatoeba.org/

cation to scripts like the Arabic script, from right to
left. As for semantic retrieval, a segmentation might
be required for some scripts in advance so as to de-
compose sentences into words, so as to obtain their
vector representations in the FastText models. This
might be the case for languages like Thai, Chinese,
Korean or Japanese.

4.2 Baselines and proposed systems
We compare our proposal with four common ap-
proaches in similar sentence retrieval and one exact
matching method concerning coverage:

(a) matching sentences by the Jaccard similarity
between sets of tokens in sentences, i.e., the
cardinality of the intersection divided by the
cardinality of the union of two sets;

(b) fuzzy matching, as described in Section 2.1;
(c) n-gram matching, as described in Section 2.2;
(d) matching sentences by contextual similarity, as

described in Section 2.3;
(e) simply matching each token of the input sen-

tence.

Implementation details are shown in Table 1.
For (a), (b), (c) and (d), sentences are usually

retrieved when the match score is greater than a
threshold. To ensure comparability between ap-
proaches under the context of maximising coverage
and minimising redundancy, we limit the number
of retrieved sentences instead of setting a constraint
with a threshold. The difference between Covtok
and Covphr is that for Covtok, the phrase alignment
process is excluded in the phrase match extraction
and aligned word pairs are treated as candidates.

4.3 Bilingual setting
We perform experiments on the bilingual corpora
detailed in Section 4.1. These corpora contain pairs
of sentences, i.e., each source sentence is aligned
with a target sentence in another language. When
we retrieve a group of source sentences to cover a
given source sentence, a corresponding group of tar-
get sentences is indirectly retrieved. We assess how
much they cover the target sentence aligned with the
given sentence. We thus evaluate both the source
and target coverage because we aim at applying our
method in the framework of example-based machine
translation.

https://tatoeba.org/


Match Unit Embedding
Model

Match
Limit

Coverage
Feature

JaccardSim10 token - 10 ×
NgramMatch10 n-gram - 10 ×
FuzzyMatch10 token - 10 ×
ContextSimft10 sentence Averaged FastText 10 ×
ContextSimbt10 sentence Sentence-BERT 10 ×
Naı̈veCov token - - ◦
Covtok n-gram/token Sentence-BERT - ◦
Covphr n-gram/phrase Sentence-BERT - ◦

Table 1: Implementation details of baselines and proposed methods. Match unit is the units compared in
matching processes. Match limit is the fixed number of retrieved sentences for each query.

Language
Avg.

Length
(en)

Vocab.
Size
(en)

Sentences

Multi30k
cs-de-en
-fr

13 9,781 30,014

de-en 7 25,585 229,205
Tatoeba

fr-en 7 24,052 220,608

cs-en 21 51,372 239,932
de-en 21 58,417 327,817

News
Commentary

fr-en 22 57,347 316,398

Table 2: Statistics of the used datasets

5 Evaluation

As the central notion of coverage is recall, we evalu-
ate the formal recall and semantic recall at different
levels of granularity.

5.1 Formal coverage
We evaluate the recall of the words and subwords in
a sentence. Sentence tokenization is facilitated by
the SentencePiece 4 toolkit (Kudo, 2018).

We use BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) as a rough
evaluation of the recall of the n-grams in a sentence
to be covered. This is justified by the fact that the
BLEU score is the geometric mean of the probabil-
ity of n-grams in the hypothesis to be present in the
references (multiplied by some brevity penalty). In
our work, the hypothesis is the input sentence and
the references are the retrieved sentences.

4https://github.com/google/
sentencepiece

5.2 Semantic coverage
We use the F1 and R values of BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2019) to evaluate the sentences retrieved.
Strictly speaking, these values do not represent se-
mantic coverage as BERTScore only scores the most
similar sentence. We consider concatenating the se-
quences of token embeddings of the retrieved sen-
tences, to extend greedy matching of tokens from
one reference to multiple references. We evaluate
the R value of this concatenated BERTScore, which
arguably implies semantic coverage.

5.3 Normalisation
As one of our goals is to reduce the number of output
sentences as much as possible, we simply normalise
the coverage evaluation metrics by scaling each met-
ric with an inverse ratio to the number of retrieved
sentences. We define the normalised score as:

normalised score =
score
|Sr|

× 10 (4)

where |Sr| denotes the number of retrieved sen-
tences. The normalised result represents the extent
of the coverage achieved by a certain amount of re-
trieved sentences. It makes a balance between the
extent of coverage and the reduction of redundancy.

6 Results

We evaluate our results according to the three objec-
tives that we want to achieve for the ultimate goal
of use in an example-based machine translation sys-
tem,

The first one is to ensure a high coverage when
used in a bilingual context, i.e., we check whether

https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece


Method Avg.
Match

Source Coverage Target Coverage
Formal Coverage Semantic Coverage Formal Coverage Semantic Coverage

Rword Rsub BLEU F1 R Rcat. Rword Rsub BLEU F1 R Rcat.

JaccardSim10 10 84.02 83.13 38.23 60.23 57.36 70.94 72.39 76.43 27.88 54.38 51.76 63.40
NgramMatch10 10 66.84 69.21 29.32 51.80 49.86 61.07 63.01 68.93 21.50 46.02 45.29 55.50
FuzzyMatch10 10 79.17 78.81 38.40 59.59 56.72 69.83 69.67 73.91 27.24 53.67 51.46 62.64
ContextSimft10 10 67.99 68.73 23.43 54.97 48.80 60.00 60.04 64.24 18.38 48.58 43.97 53.20
ContextSimbt10 10 74.43 77.26 24.87 57.16 54.81 67.20 68.66 75.29 23.46 51.80 50.29 61.25
JaccardSim12 12 85.24 84.42 39.63 60.57 57.83 72.03 74.19 78.38 29.11 54.88 52.39 64.75
NgramMatch12 12 68.40 70.76 30.80 52.23 50.26 62.13 64.61 70.74 22.27 46.53 45.76 56.69
FuzzyMatch12 12 80.45 80.17 39.53 59.85 56.97 70.81 71.28 75.72 28.34 54.14 51.96 63.87
ContextSimft12 12 69.75 70.61 24.57 55.68 49.61 61.47 62.06 66.47 19.38 49.40 44.84 54.77
ContextSimbt12 12 87.11 86.58 37.62 57.16 58.41 72.12 70.64 77.19 24.65 52.38 50.87 62.57
Naı̈veCov 12 98.40 98.21 40.61 59.21 58.11 77.76 75.01 81.36 26.85 52.62 51.57 65.80
Covtok 12 98.33 98.58 54.39 59.95 59.10 80.72 83.78 89.26 34.01 54.49 53.69 71.32
Covphr 10 97.98 98.13 53.79 59.96 59.04 80.27 82.23 87.83 32.84 54.13 53.30 70.31

Table 3: Results of source coverage evaluation (en) and target coverage evaluation (ce, de, fr). Recall and
F1-scores are given in percentage.

Method
Source Coverage Target Coverage

Formal Coverage Semantic Coverage Formal Coverage Semantic Coverage
Rword Rsub BLEU F1 R Rcat. Rword Rsub BLEU F1 R Rcat.

JaccardSim10 84.02 83.13 38.23 60.23 57.36 70.94 72.39 76.43 27.88 54.38 51.76 63.40
NgramMatch10 66.84 69.21 29.32 51.80 49.86 61.07 63.01 68.93 21.50 46.02 45.29 55.50
FuzzyMatch10 79.17 78.81 38.40 59.59 56.72 69.83 69.67 73.91 27.24 53.67 51.46 62.64
ContextSimft10 67.99 68.73 23.43 54.97 48.80 60.00 60.04 64.24 18.38 48.58 43.97 53.20
ContextSimbt10 74.43 77.26 24.87 57.16 54.81 67.20 68.66 75.29 23.46 51.80 50.29 61.25
JaccardSim12 71.03 70.35 33.03 50.48 48.19 60.03 61.83 65.32 24.26 45.73 43.66 53.96
NgramMatch12 57.00 58.97 25.67 43.52 41.88 51.78 53.84 58.95 18.56 38.77 38.13 47.24
FuzzyMatch12 67.04 66.81 32.94 49.88 47.47 59.01 59.40 63.10 23.62 45.12 43.30 53.22
ContextSimft12 58.12 58.84 20.47 46.40 41.34 51.22 51.72 55.39 16.15 41.17 37.37 45.64
ContextSimbt12 72.59 72.15 31.35 47.63 48.67 60.10 58.87 64.33 20.54 43.65 42.39 52.14
Naı̈veCov 82.00 81.84 33.84 49.34 48.43 64.80 62.51 67.80 22.38 43.85 42.98 54.83
Covtok 81.94 82.15 45.32 49.96 49.25 67.27 69.82 74.38 28.34 45.41 44.74 59.43
Covphr 97.98 98.13 53.79 59.96 59.04 80.27 82.23 87.83 32.84 54.13 53.30 70.31

Table 4: Normalised results of source coverage evaluation (en) and target coverage evaluation (cs, de, fr).

we obtain a high coverage in the source and target
languages.

Our second objective is to obtain a high coverage
relatively to the length of the input sentence, i.e., we
check whether we obtain a high normalised cover-
age.

Our third objective is to reduce the number of re-
trieved sentences, i.e., we check whether we achieve
coverage with as little redundancy as possible.

High source and target coverage Table 3 gives
the evaluation results. The difference between
source and target evaluation was described in Sec-
tion 4.2. The methods focusing on coverage reach
high Rword and Rsub scores at around 98% in the
source coverage evaluation. In both the source and
target results, Covtok performs best in Rword, Rsub,
BLEU and Rcat.. In particular, for BLEU, our pro-
posed methods Covtok and Covphr, outperform other
methods by more than 30 %. This indicates a high
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Figure 5: Comparison of the number of sentences retrieved by Covphr and baselines for fixed ranges of
semantic coverage. In (d), only Covphr, JaccardSim and FuzzyMatch provide enough sample data for the
semantic coverage of 85% to 100%. The number of retrieved sentences shown in the figure is the average
number of the sentences retrieved for each given sentence of certain range of length.

level of n-gram coverage. Compared to n-gram
matching, fuzzy-matching and contextual similar-
ity on which our proposed methods are based, our
mechanism of retrieving sentences shows consider-
able improvement in formal and semantic coverage.

Compared to source coverage results, target cov-
erage results show a certain decrease due to the indi-
rect retrieval. But our proposed methods tend again
to perform better in the target coverage evaluation.
This opens up the possibility to integrate our ap-
proach into an example-based machine translation
system.

High normalised coverage Table 4 shows the
normalised results. Covphr scores best in almost all
the evaluation metrics, surpassing JaccardSim10 by
over 10 % in Rword, Rsub, BLEU and Rcat.. These
values render an account of both formal and seman-
tic coverage, as mentioned in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
Covphr does not reach the highest score in F1 due
to a trade-off between recall and precision in the re-
trieved sentences, i.e., individual retrieved sentences
with a high recall tend to include more irrelevant in-
formation.



Low redundancy Figure 5 shows the comparison
of the number of sentences retrieved by Covphr and
the baselines for some fixed ranges of semantic cov-
erage. Covphr basically retrieves fewer sentences for
the given sentence of any length and for different
ranges of semantic coverage. The number of re-
trieved sentences increases with the increase of the
length of the given sentence and with the decrease of
semantic coverage. The reason is that a given sen-
tence which is difficult to cover, usually results in a
larger number of retrieved sentences and a smaller
coverage by the retrieved sentences.

As shown by the tables and figures of results, a
small number of sentences retrieved by Covphr reach
higher scores in both coverage evaluation and nor-
malised evaluation. This indicates that the sentences
retrieved by Covphr are of higher formal and seman-
tic coverage, and that they exhibit lower redundancy.

7 Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach to retrieve a group
of sentences that cover a sentence in both aspects
of form and meaning, using techniques from simi-
lar sentence retrieval and monolingual phrase align-
ment. The evaluation results show that our proposal
achieves the two-fold goal of maximising formal and
semantic coverage while delivering fewer retrieved
sentences.

In future work, we want to integrate our retrieval
system into an example-based machine translation
system, like the one described in (Taillandier et al.,
2020) where experiments were conducted in a set-
ting where retrieval was left out. Another system in
which we intend to integrate our retrieval system is
an academic writing aid system, where we want to
provide a module for similar sentence recommenda-
tion. The task is to help researchers who are non-
native in English in writing scientific papers.
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